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Born in Milano, Italy, on January 18, 1966, he began his career as an 
American football player in January 1982 with the SEAMEN MILANO team. 
After participating in the III Italian Championship and making experience in the NATO European Bases 
Tournament, he goes on to play in the newly created team of VIKINGS BOLLATE, a small town on the periphery 
of MILANO, which participates in the Italian second division national championship. 

 

• FREE SAFETY and return of PUNT&KICK OFF, accompanies the team until the Victory in 1985 of the SilverBowl, 
the final of the Italian national second division championship come to position every year in the first 5 places of 
the statistics of Interceptions and Returns. 

 
• Since 1987 he starts playing with the FROGS Legnano and wins the Italian SUPERBOWL 3 times in a row, 1 
European EUROBOWL and comes second in the 1990 SUPERBOWL and second in the 1990 EUROBOWL. 
For three consecutively he plays like FS and KickOff&Punt Returner for the Italian Selection. 
 
• From 1991 to 2001, he played in several Italian first and second division teams, arriving twice in the finals of 
the first and second national divisions 

 
• Since 1992 Coach titled Italian Federation, alternate game season with season of Assistant and HeadCoach 
from different Italian teams 

1992 Ass. Coach Blackhawks Cernusco (perfect season - SILVERBOWL winners) 
1994 HEAD COACH Bulls Magenta 
2000/01 HEAD Coach Rhinos Milano. 
 

• Referee training ends in 1998. 
 

Emigrated to Spain for work reasons, he begins a new adventure as HEAD COACH and Player of the Murcia Cobras 
in the 3 years 2004/2006. 
Winner of the Community Cup of Spain as defensive coach of the Valencian National Team in 2015. 
 
After a hiatus in Ecuador at the service of an NGO in Amazonia, he returns to Europe and in 2012/13 he returns 
to play with the Dragons of Marseillan, winning the PACA League and losing the final of the French SILVERBOWL. 
The following year, 2014, is the HEAD COACH of the Marseillan Dragons. 
 
During the career as a player he has played FREE SAFETY, PUNT&KICK OFF Return, Running Back, Wide Receiver, 
Quarterback, Strong Safety and Outside Linebacker 
 
In 2014, along with other players, coaches and European presidents, he created the International Association 
called IAAFL, International Amateur American Football League, a non-profit association whose objective is the 
dissemination and development of American Football in the world. 
On behalf of IAAFL, where he holds the position of Commissioner General, he makes several trips and clinics in 
different countries, such as Chile, Ecuador, Spain, Morocco, Ghana, Tunisia etc. to help the new emerging 
countries of the AF panorama in the world. 
 
He is a coach trainer, referee trainer and organizer of international events such as the last and futures editions 
of the WorldSportsGames CSIT where his association officially organizes the discipline of American Football 
within the games commonly called Amateur Olympics. 
 
From 2017 to 2019 is HeadCoach of the National Team of Morocco. 
Since 2018, he participates as Team Daemons player of the Italian Over45 Master League 


